SALE RESULTS

PHEASANTDALE CATTLE COMPANY
Balcarres, SK
MARCH 3, 2016

Ave

11 Coming 2 year old bulls  4909
53 Yearling bulls  4823
8 PB open heifers  3388

72 head  Gross $ 336,700

High Selling Yearling bulls
Lot 57  Pheasantdale Rockett 33C, sire LRX HP Rockett 23Y, sold to Dylan Kuschak, Ituna for $8200
Lot 13  Pheasantdale Cool Cat 9C, sire NCB Cobra 47Y, sold to Cliff & Nathan Allen, Lemberg for $7600
Lot 26  Pheasantdale Mr BB 91C, sire Blacksand Big Bang 1Z, sold to Kevin & Henry Lischka, Steelman for $7250
Lot 21  Pheasantdale BB Coil 82C, sire Blacksand Big Bang, 1Z, sold to Tyler Schutz, Melville for $7200

High Selling Coming 2 yr old bulls
Lot 60  Pheasantdale Mr RBF 304B, sire Crossroad Buckshot 36W, sold to Dwayne Burla, Inglis for $6500
Lot 59  Pheasantdale Mr RBF 352B, sire Crossroad Buckshot 36W, sold to Zuchkan Farms Land & Livestock, Foam Lake for $6250
Lot 61  Pheasantdale Mr RBF 311B, sire Crossroad Buckshot 36W, sold to Clint Wright, Delisle for $6000

High Selling PB open heifers
Lot 77  Pheasantdale Blk Gal 51C, sire NCB Cobra 47Y, sold to Labatte Simmentals, Gladmar for $5500
Lot 72  Pheasantdale Red Faye 67C, sire MRL Red Force 12U, sold to Galaxy Simmentals, Ebenezer for $3500